
The Vanishing at Loxby Manor: A Haunting
Regency Mystery
A Mysterious Disappearance

Nestled amidst the rolling hills of the English countryside, Loxby Manor
stood as an enigmatic testament to a bygone era. Its ivy-clad walls
whispered tales of grandeur and secrecy, while its sprawling gardens
hinted at a hidden past. But it was a recent event that cast a sinister
shadow over the manor: the baffling disappearance of its young heir, Lord
Edmund.

Enter Lady Emily Ashton, a brilliant and resourceful woman of science.
Driven by a keen sense of justice and a thirst for the truth, she arrives at
Loxby Manor to investigate the perplexing circumstances surrounding
Edmund's vanishing. Joining her is Captain Charles Hamilton, a charming
and astute detective, who lends his expertise to the investigation.
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As Emily and Charles delve into the manor's hidden corners and
interrogate its enigmatic inhabitants, they uncover a web of family secrets,
hidden agendas, and long-buried resentments. The manor itself seems to
hold its own secrets, with strange noises echoing through the halls and
shadows dancing in the dim candlelight.

Lady Emily Ashton: A Woman of Science

At the heart of the story is Lady Emily Ashton, a pioneering woman who
defies societal norms. With her sharp intellect and unwavering
determination, she brings a scientific approach to the investigation,
challenging the superstitions and prejudices of the time. Emily's keen
observations and analytical mind help her piece together the puzzle,
exposing the flaws in the alibis and unraveling the layers of deceit.

Captain Charles Hamilton: A Charming Detective

Emily's partner in this thrilling adventure is Captain Charles Hamilton, a
retired military man with a keen eye for detail and a knack for solving
mysteries. His experience on the battlefield has honed his instincts and
prepared him for the challenges that lie ahead. Despite his charming
demeanor, Charles is a formidable investigator, using his sharp wit and
deductive skills to uncover the truth.

The Manor's Enigmatic Inhabitants

The sprawling halls of Loxby Manor are populated by a cast of intriguing
characters, each with their own motives and secrets. There's the enigmatic
Lady Beatrice, Edmund's ambitious stepmother, who seems to know more
than she lets on. The charming but enigmatic Duke of Ashworth, who
harbors a dark connection to the manor's past. And the enigmatic butler,



Mr. Jenkins, who has served the Loxby family for decades and holds a key
to the manor's hidden secrets.

As Emily and Charles delve deeper into their investigation, they find
themselves caught in a dangerous game of cat and mouse. The line
between friend and foe blurs as they navigate a labyrinth of deception and
mistrust. Amidst the grand ballrooms and secluded corridors, they uncover
a chilling truth that shakes the manor to its core.

A Haunting Past

The manor's haunted past weaves its way into the present investigation.
Whispers of a tragic love affair and a stolen inheritance echo through the
halls. Emily and Charles uncover a connection between the past and
present, suggesting that the manor's secrets are far from buried. As they
unravel the layers of history, they encounter ghostly apparitions and
inexplicable occurrences, adding an eerie element to the already tense
atmosphere.

A Twist of Love and Betrayal

In the midst of the mystery and danger, a forbidden love blossoms between
Emily and Charles. Their shared passion and determination fuel their
investigation, but their growing feelings for each other also pose a risk. As
they navigate the treacherous path between duty and desire, they must
confront the consequences of their forbidden affair.

The Unmasking of the Culprit

The investigation reaches its climax as Emily and Charles confront the true
culprit behind Edmund's disappearance. In a thrilling showdown, they
unmask the killer, revealing their motives and exposing the dark truth that



has haunted Loxby Manor for so long. Justice is finally served, but not
without a bittersweet twist that leaves a lasting impact on all involved.

A Timeless Tale of Mystery and Intrigue

The Vanishing at Loxby Manor is a captivating Regency mystery that
weaves together elements of romance, suspense, and the supernatural.
Lady Emily Ashton and Captain Charles Hamilton make a formidable team
as they unravel the secrets of a haunted mansion and expose the darkness
that lurks within. With its intricate plot, evocative setting, and unforgettable
characters, this novel will keep you spellbound until the very last page.
Praise for The Vanishing at Loxby Manor

"A delightful and suspenseful Regency mystery that will captivate readers
from the very first page." - Historical Novel Society

"A thrilling tale that combines mystery, romance, and the supernatural in a
perfectly balanced blend." - Publishers Weekly

"Lady Emily Ashton is a refreshing and inspiring heroine who challenges
societal norms and brings a scientific approach to solving mysteries." -
Kirkus Reviews

About the Author

Emily Carter is an award-winning author of historical mysteries. Her
passion for the Regency era and her keen interest in the paranormal
inspire her captivating tales. When she's not writing, you can find Emily
exploring historic sites or curled up with a good book and a cup of tea.
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